Chromatin coarse-grained model Our work includes Monte Carlo simulations of 24-nucleosome arrays carried out with a our coarse-grained chromatin model 1-12 . The model has been described in detail in 3,7,10 , and below we summarize the strategies used to treat each oligonucleosome component:
Flexible histone tails. Our original model considers the ten histone tails protruding out of each core (the N-termini of each H2A, H2B, H3, and H4, plus the C-termini of each H2A) as flexible chains of beads with the first bead rigidly attached to the parent core. Each bead comprises 5 amino acids and its centred at the C β atom of the middle amino acid. Each tail chain is assigned a customized intramolecular force field comprising bond stretching and bond-angle bending terms 1, 3 . The parameters for this force field (i.e., equilibrium bond lengths and bond angles and the related force constants) are optimized to reproduce the configurational properties of the atomistic histone tails 1, 3 . The charges of the tail beads are also optimized to reproduce the atomistic properties of the amino acids they represent. That is, each bead is assigned a charge equal to the sum of the charges on its five amino acids, multiplied by a scaling factor close to unity (1.12 for 0.15M NaCl used here) that accounts for salt dependence in the effective charge.
Folded histone tails. We assign one bead per each 5 amino acids and centre it at the C β atom of the middle amino acid using as reference structure the centroid of the highest populated folded cluster obtained in our REMD simulations. We limit tail flexibility by increasing the stretching, bending and torsional inter-tail-bead force constants by a factor of 100. The tails can spontaneously fold/unfold through our tailored MC move (see Supporting Material) that attempts transition between folded and flexible tails.
DNA linkers. The DNA that connects consecutive nucleosomes is treated as a chain of spherical beads that have a salt-dependent charge parameterized using the Stigter procedure 13 . The mechanical properties of the linker DNA chains are also considered, and described with the combined wormlike-chain (WLC) model 14 of Jian et al. 15, 16 . The equilibrium DNA inter-bead segment is 3 nm or 9 bp, thus to model NRLs of 182 bp and 209-bp we use 3 and 6 DNA beads (4 and 7 segments) per linker, respectively. The exiting and entering DNA linkers attached to the nucleosome define an angle of 108°, which corresponds to the 147 DNA base pairs tightly wound ~1.7 times around the core 10 .
Solvent and ionic environment. The water around the oligonucleosome is treated implicitly as a continuum. The screening of electrostatic interactions due to the presence of monovalent ions in solution (0.15 M NaCl) is treated using a Debye-Hückel potential (electrostatic screening length of 1.27 nm -1 ) 3 and, as described above, with the charges on each component parameterized considering salt-dependent screening.
To prevent overlap among chromatin components, each nucleosome charge, linker DNA bead, and histone tail bead are assigned an excluded volume. Specific expressions for the oligonuclesome energy and all values of parameters can be found in 3, 7, 10 .
Monte Carlo algorithm for the simulation of chromatin
We sample our 24-nucleosome chromatin conformations at constant temperature using a Monte Carlo (MC) procedure with five different moves.
The first three are our standard global pivot, local translation, and local rotation moves, which focus on the conformational sampling of the main oligonucleosome chain (nucleosomes joined by DNA beads). The global pivot move is implemented by randomly choosing one linker DNA bead or nucleosome core and a random axis passing through the chosen component. The shorter part of the oligonucleosome about this axis is rotated by an angle chosen from a uniform distribution within a range set so that the acceptance probability is ~35%. The local translation and rotation moves also select randomly an oligonucleosome chain component (linker DNA bead or core) and an axis passing through it. In the translation/rotation move, the component is then moved/rotated along/about the axis by a distance/angle sampled from a uniform distribution also chosen so that the acceptance probability is ~35%.
The fourth is our new tail folding/unfolding move, which implements transitions between folded and unfolded tails. This move randomly selects a histone tail chain, and either folds it and rigidifies it, or unfolds it and allows it to become flexible with probabilities P and 1-P, respectively. By changing the value of P, we control the concentration of folded and unfolded tails. The different chromatin conformations in the resulting equilibrium ensemble have a fixed concentration of folded/unfolded tails; however, the specific locations of the folded/unfolded tails change among the different conformations. The resulting equilibrium ensemble thus mimics an array of chromatin fibers in which the tails transiently fold and unfold.
The fifth is our tail regrowth move, which is implemented to sample flexible histone-tail conformations based on the configurational bias MC method 17 . This move randomly selects a histone tail chain defined as a flexible tail, and regrows it bead-by-bead using the Rosenbluth scheme 18 . To prevent histone tail beads from penetrating the nucleosome core, the volume enclosed within the nucleosome surface is discretized, and any trial configurations that place the beads within this volume are rejected automatically.
The first three moves are accepted or rejected based on the Metropolis criterion. The pivot, translation, rotation, tail folding/unfolding, and tail regrowth moves are attempted with probabilities of 0.2, 0.1, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4, respectively.
Calculation of the absolute and relative packing ratios
The absolute packing ratio is a measurement of oligonucleosomes compactness, and is the defined as the number of nucleosomes per 11nm of oligonucleosome length. To calculate this packing ratio, we compute the length of the oligonucleosome fiber axis passing. We define the fiber axis as a 3-dimensional parametric curve
are three functions that map the center positions of the !! nucleosome ! = !,! , !,! , !,! . We approximate these functions with second order polynomials of the form
by fitting the data sets ! by a least-squares procedure. We determine the coefficients of the polynomial ! by minimizing the sum of the squares of the residuals
where ! gives the number of nucleosome cores in an oligonucleosomes. This residual function accounts for the differences between a proposed polynomial fit and the observed nucleosome positions. After determining the polynomial coefficients, we use Eq. (3) to produce ! points per spatial dimension and compute the fiber length !"#$% as follows:
where the distances are between every two consecutive nucleosome centres. The absolute packing ratio ! is then calculated as the number of cores multiplied by 11nm/ !"#$% . In addition, we report relative packing ratios to describe the loss of compaction upon histone tail folding more easily. We have defined these relative packing ratios as
where ! is the absolute packing ratio calculated for an open oligonucleosome modelled at low monovalent salt (0.01 M NaCl), no LHs, and 100% flexible histone tails; and ! is the absolute packing ratio calculated for a fully condensed oligonucleosome modelled at high monovalent salt (0.15 M NaCl), no LHs, and 100% flexible histone tails. Fully compact fibers give a relative packing ratio of 100%, while the low salt open fibers produce packing ratios of 0%.
Frequency of tail-mediated interactions.
We measure the fraction of configurations that tails of a specific kind ( = H4, H3, H2B, and H2A) in a chromatin chain are 'in contact' with a specific component of the chromatin chain ( = a non-parental nucleosome or a non-parental DNA linkers) ( Fig. S5b ). To do this, we construct two-dimensional matrices with the following elements
Here ! is the number of nucleosomes in the chromatin array, the total number of chromatin components (nucleosomes and linker DNAs), and ! indicates a nucleosome particle within the chromatin chain. The mean above is taken over the converged MC configurations used for statistical analysis and !,!
For a MC frame , we consider a specific -kind tail of core to be either free or in contact with only one of the chromatin components of the oligonucleosome chain. The -tail is in contact with a component of type if the shortest distance between its beads and the beads or core charges of is smaller than the shortest distance to any other type of component and also smaller than the relevant tail-component excluded volume distance (see parameters in 10 ). The resulting normalized patterns of interactions provide crucial information into the frequency by which different tails mediate chromatin interactions. Table S4 . Persistence-to-contour-length values for different lysine-acetylated histone tails. Figure S3 . Correspondence between coarse-grained histone tail models and all-atom structures. (a-e) For each histone tail, the figure presents all-atom models and overlays of the locations of the histone tail beads on top of the all-atom models for: unstructured histone tails (left) and the most populated structured arrangement obtained in our REMD simulations (right). Histone tails are colour green (H4), cyan (H3), magenta (H2B), yellow (H2A), and orange (H2A C-tail). Each bead represents five consecutive amino acids and is centred on the beta carbon of the middle amino acid. Each bead of the flexible tail models has been labelled with its bead number (numbering started from the N-terminus), the sequence of amino acids represented by each bead (neutral amino acids are written in black, positively charged ones in blue, and negatively charged ones in red), and the total charge of the bead. Here, the asterisk indicates that the charge of the N-and C-termini has been considered. We have constructed this model by placing two 1KX5 nucleosomes on top of each other using the geometry of stacked nucleosomes in the tetranucleosome crystal structure, and replacing the H4 tails with the most populated structures found in our REMD simulations.
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Figure S6. Analysis of the effects of the force field on the results of the simulations. (a)
Ensemble average and standard deviation of the percentage of residues of H4 and H4K16Ac that adopt secondary structural elements assessed from the lowest temperature replica in our REMD simulations using different force fields. For H4 and H4 K16Ac, we used three of the latest force fields for proteins: (1) AMBER99SB*-ILDN, (2) AMBER99SB, and (3) CHARMM36. Lysine acetylated parameters taken 20 for AMBER99SB*-ILDN and AMBER99SB, and from 21 for CHARMM36. (b) Ensemble average and standard deviation of the percentage of residues of all wild-type tails to adopt secondary structural elements assessed from the lowest temperature replica in our REMD simulations using two different force fields: (1) AMBER99SB*-ILDN, and (2) AMBER99SB. Figures (a) and (b) show that the important trend of increased secondary structure, specially β motifs, upon acetylation remains for all force fields analysed. (c) Folding propensity per residue for H4 and H4 K16Ac and the three force fields used in (a) compared with the folding propensities calculated using experimental chemical shifts (red and blue, δ2D method 22 ). To be consistent with the experiment, for this comparison we classify the α structures as those containing either α, 3 10 , or π helices, and the β structures as those containing either isolated β bridges or extended conformations. Note that we compare the H4K16Ac folding propensities with the experimental H4K16Q mutation instead; however, how well the K16Q mutation mimics K16Ac is controversial, because while the acetylated version opens chromatin, the mutation does not alter chromatin compaction 23 metadynamics on the end-to-end distance and number of hydrogen bonds 25 ; C.S. δ2D: predicted from experimentally determined chemical shifts of the H4 tail in a nucleosome in solution using the δ2D predictor. 
